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WIRED WORLD SERIES: How this Year’s World Series Sounds will Get to You 

The 2014 World Series will be wired like no other. Dozens of mics will be placed 

around the stadium to bring you sounds that you have never heard before. 

Popular Mechanics got an interview with Fox. Here’s how they will do it: 

1. Audiovisual Input Terminals: New parks are outfitted with terminals for 

three-pin XLR cables that snake to broadcast trucks in rainbows of color-coded, 

rubber-encased fiber. 

2. Wireless Routing Station: Radio-frequency listening stations—clusters of 

antennas that collect signals from eight wireless microphones situated in hard-

to-wire places around the park—are placed near both dugouts. Sennheiser 

5000 black globes and steel antenna plates are secured on railings to scoop up 

sounds and send them via fiber cable to a broadcast truck, where another de-

vice digitizes the signal before it’s sent up to the broadcast booth. 

3. Home Plate: Three parabolic microphones are positioned in padded boxes 

camouflaged to look like part of the stadium. If a batter has pine tar on the han-

dle, you can hear his gloves going thlop, thlop, thlop. 

4. Bases: Custom-designed bags contain battery-powered wireless micro-

phones and transmitter systems. To keep base runners from kicking the trans-

mitters, the heads are aimed at the outfield. 

5. Bullpens: To grab the sounds of a picture warming up in the bullpen, an 8-

ich shotgun microphone is attached along the railing. 

6. Crowd Noise: This is captured by pairs of microphones on the first deck 

aimed at first and third base, above the left– and right-field foul poles, in center 

(for home-theater rear-surround content), and near the broadcast booth. 

7. Dougout: Small plates holding mics are placed atop dugouts to capture 

player conversation. This chatter can be broadcast in replays after MLB officials 

approve it. 

8. Warning Track: Microphones ring the base of the outfield wall at 15– to 20-

foot intervals in dozens of locations. They capture everything from outfielder’s 

footsteps to players hitting walls. 

9. Manned Parabolic Mics: In the stands behind first base and third, two techs 

carry manned parabolic dishes, ready to catch the sound of foul balls and pick-

off throws. 

10. Foul Poles: A microphone strapped to each pole, if the ball hits it, you will 

hear that pole go boing! 

11. Wired Players: Three or four players per game may opt to war a wireless 

microphone—but again, for replay only, after an MLB review. 

VIDEO OF THE WEEK: Ever See a Dolphin Eat a Shark?  

Titera’s Titbit: O.J. Acquitted 

On October 3, 1995, former football star O.J. Simpson 
is acquitted of the brutal 1994 double murder of his 
estranged wife, Nicole Brown Simpson, and her friend, 
Ronald Goldman. In the epic 252-day trial, Simpson's 
"dream team" of lawyers employed creative and con-
troversial methods to convince jurors that Simpson's 
guilt had not been proved "beyond a reasonable 
doubt," thus surmounting what the prosecution [More] 
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